executive search solutions

When you peel away the processes, products and services, what makes an institution
last? Meaningful goals built off strong ideals — supported by the right people.
But goals and ideals are easily derailed if new employees aren’t properly prepared for
success. Because in the end, finding great employees is one thing, but making the
most of their abilities is another entirely.
At The Novak Consulting Group, we apply a holistic approach to Executive Search
that focuses on long-term performance rather than short-term placement. Not
only will we support your organization by finding the right people when you
need them most — our diligent work and ongoing guidance will ensure their
contributions are significant from day one.

Learn how your organization can benefit from a
focused, forward-thinking Executive Search. Visit
TheNovakConsultingGroup.com or call 513-221-0500 today.
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In the end, we aren’t just
looking for a successful
professional, we are

gather information
from key players to
identify specific performance
goals for the position

identify, assess and
recruit the best person to
accomplish goals

create work model for
goals to be met in the
first six to twelve months

finding the right employee
to be successful in their
new position long after
they’re hired.

Filling key positions,
such as:
City and County Manager
General Manager
Chief Executive Officer
Chief Administrative Officer
Executive Director
Assistant/Deputy Manager
Department Head
Key Staff Members
Technical Staff
in areas that include:
Executive Leadership
Finance and Administration
Information Technology
Human Resources
Communication and
Public Relations
Human and Social Services
Public Works
Police, Fire and Public Safety
Planning and Community
Development
Program Managers
and others

When governing bodies and nonprofit organizations need to fill key positions, they turn
to The Novak Consulting Group and benefit from this guiding principle: meaningful
hiring involves finding the right employee and preparing them for ongoing success.

Selection and Retention Process
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Inquiring, Understanding & Defining Each of our clients has a unique culture and
set of objectives. Because selecting the right individual is critical to success, we begin
our relationship by conducting a needs assessment to identify the specific benchmarks
the search must accomplish. We’ll identify qualifications and requirements, as well as map out
the new hire’s six to twelve month goals, so both our client and the employee remain on the
same track for success. We’ll build an accurate position profile, thus ensuring we attract the right
people to the position.
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Candidate Search & Evaluation To reach the right candidates, The Novak Consulting
Group customizes each search process to fit the client’s needs. Often, the professionals who
best fit an open position are already employed and not searching for a traditional job posting.
So, we leverage our extensive, diverse professional network to attract the best talent nationwide.
Once the right candidates are found, we help manage the hiring process from interviews to
background checks. Our in-depth service empowers clients to achieve their goals at every step.
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Supporting Success We support the top candidate’s long-term success by creating

a goals-driven work plan actionable from day one. Many firms focus solely on finding
qualified applicants, leaving the client on their own once the position is filled. Our team,
however, uses the objectives gathered during the inquiry stage to prepare new hires for their
first year. Six to eight weeks after their placement, we follow up and conduct a job review to
ensure continued progress, productivity and satisfaction for the employee and our client.

The Novak Consulting Group Difference
Our consultants not only have experience in Executive Search, they’ve also had prior careers in
many of the fields where we search for candidates. This combined expertise allows our team to
deliver the best and brightest prospects through a goals-based approach. By looking beyond
the hiring process, we take a holistic view that ensures each candidate will fit the role, as well as
the organization. In the end, we aren’t just looking for a successful professional, we are finding
the right employee to be successful in their new position long after they’re hired.

TheNovakConsultingGroup.com

